EDGE CLOUD DOES IT ALL

Dr. Jeff Blasius’ advice for Ortho2’s ViewPoint customers
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Not only do the doctors rely on Edge Cloud, but every
member of the staff does also. From sending patients
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The add-ons really make Edge Cloud beneficial for Dr. Blasius.
He uses Edge Mobile if the Internet goes down, or when he’s
out and about. “If I get a patient call, I can bring up their

Another factor leading to looking at a cloud solution was that

chart and history. Or, if I run into a patient at the store, Edge
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(without the labor to do so). Edge Cloud had just been
released out of beta testing, and cloud computing was still in
its infancy. We knew we had to either replace the server or
take a leap of faith into this cloud computing thing. Edge
Cloud was designed for this purpose and we knew this was
the future,” said Dr. Blasius.
Edge Cloud was installed in all offices in September 2011.
And with going to the cloud, the office went paperless, and
added workstations to all of their side units. Looking back,

Not only does Edge Cloud offer everything the practice
needs, it also saves them IT costs. Without the complications
of servers, the practice eliminated their IT support, and can
troubleshoot hardware issues on their own. Dr. Blasius said
they have seen a significant savings without having to pay
someone to do those things for several years.
Between the benefits of almost no IT costs, and the
functionality of Edge Cloud, Dr. Blasius doesn’t see a reason
to be on ViewPoint anymore; as Edge Cloud has it all.

